The measurement of cardiac transmembrane potential changes with voltage sensitive dyes is in increasing use. Detection of these very small fluorescent alterations using large multiplexed arrays, such as charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ cameras at high sampling rates, has proven challenging and usually requires significant averaging to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. To minimize the damage of living tissue stained with voltage sensitive dyes, excitation photon exposure must be limited, with the inevitable consequence of diminishing the fluorescence that is generated. State-of-the-art high frame rate CCD cameras have read noise levels in the 5 -10 e Ϫ rms range, which is at least two orders of magnitude above that required to detect voltage sensitive dye alterations at individual pixels corresponding to 1 mm 2 heart regions illuminated with levels of 100 mW/cm 2 at frame rates approaching 1000 frames/sec. Image intensification is thus required prior to photon quantification. We report here the development of such a data acquisition system using commercially available hardware. Additionally, in the past ten years, a mathematical theory of multiresolution has been developed, and new building blocks called wavelets, allow a signal to be observed at different resolutions. Wavelet analysis also makes possible a new method of extricating signals from noise. We have incorporated spatially adaptive filters based on wavelet denoising of individual pixels to significantly reduce the multiple noise sources present in the acquired data. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. ͓S1054-1500͑98͒00101-3͔ Sudden cardiac death is a major health problem that claims a thousand lives daily in North America. This tragic event generally involves ventricular fibrillation "VF…. In VF, the main pumps of the heart, the ventricles, quiver in a frenzied and irregular manner so that no blood is pumped out and the body, particularly the brain and the heart, are deprived of oxygen. Heart attacks and primary heart muscle disease "cardiomyopathy… are the most common causes of VF. Defibrillation, a massive electrical shock, is the only known therapy for VF; patients suffering recurrent VF can be treated by implantation of an automatic defibrillator system, which is like having an emergency room implanted in your chest. The most direct way to define the basic mechanisms underlying VF is to determine the patterns of electrical activity that it produces in the heart. However, this is an extremely challenging endeavor, due to the complexity of VF and the number and location "three dimensional… of the ventricular cells involved in its generation. We have developed a camera system that may allow this visualization to be achieved.
The measurement of cardiac transmembrane potential changes with voltage sensitive dyes is in increasing use. Detection of these very small fluorescent alterations using large multiplexed arrays, such as charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ cameras at high sampling rates, has proven challenging and usually requires significant averaging to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. To minimize the damage of living tissue stained with voltage sensitive dyes, excitation photon exposure must be limited, with the inevitable consequence of diminishing the fluorescence that is generated. State-of-the-art high frame rate CCD cameras have read noise levels in the 5 -10 e Ϫ rms range, which is at least two orders of magnitude above that required to detect voltage sensitive dye alterations at individual pixels corresponding to 1 mm 2 heart regions illuminated with levels of 100 mW/cm 2 at frame rates approaching 1000 frames/sec. Image intensification is thus required prior to photon quantification. We report here the development of such a data acquisition system using commercially available hardware. Additionally, in the past ten years, a mathematical theory of multiresolution has been developed, and new building blocks called wavelets, allow a signal to be observed at different resolutions. Wavelet analysis also makes possible a new method of extricating signals from noise. We have incorporated spatially adaptive filters based on wavelet denoising of individual pixels to significantly reduce the multiple noise sources present in the acquired data. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. ͓S1054-1500͑98͒00101-3͔
Sudden cardiac death is a major health problem that claims a thousand lives daily in North America. This tragic event generally involves ventricular fibrillation "VF…. In VF, the main pumps of the heart, the ventricles, quiver in a frenzied and irregular manner so that no blood is pumped out and the body, particularly the brain and the heart, are deprived of oxygen. Heart attacks and primary heart muscle disease "cardiomyopathy… are the most common causes of VF. Defibrillation, a massive electrical shock, is the only known therapy for VF; patients suffering recurrent VF can be treated by implantation of an automatic defibrillator system, which is like having an emergency room implanted in your chest. The most direct way to define the basic mechanisms underlying VF is to determine the patterns of electrical activity
INTRODUCTION
The present methods of cardiac defibrillation are open loop: a large shock is applied to the fibrillating heart, which is then left to its own dynamics. We wish to investigate the possibilities of facilitating the termination of ventricular fibrillation ͑VF͒ with feedback control methods. In addition to providing greater insight into the mechanisms of VF, this might allow defibrillation to be achieved with smaller per-turbations. We have recently demonstrated that VF does indeed possess evidence for nonlinear determinism, 1 a finding subsequently confirmed by other investigators.
2 Tiny feedback perturbations to control trajectories in chaotic systems represents a capability without a counterpart in nonchaotic systems where a large effect typically requires a large control. 3 The reasons for defibrillation failure remain obscure, preventing logical and systematic improvements. When attempting to institute such single site local control, we quickly realized that it was impossible to ascertain the spatial extent of such control using conventional extracellular mapping strategies at our disposal and indeed whether any distant alterations were produced in the underlying complex dynamics. We developed the system described herein to enable visualization of the complex spatiotemporal alterations that are produced when such control of VF is attempted.
Voltage sensitive dyes ͑such as di-4-ANEPPS, RH-421, RH-237, or WW781͒ act as molecular transducers, converting the transmembrane potential into optical signals. Observations by several investigators using such dyes during VF are presented in this focused journal issue. The response time for the fast dyes presently in use is less than a millisecond and their response is linear with respect to transmembrane potential. The ideal potentiometric probe would have little or no tendency to harm the preparation as the result of pharmacological or phototoxic side effects. The molecular mechanism of photodynamic damage is believed secondary to the generation of free radicals 4 and can lead to rapid death of the cell/tissue being studied if photon irradiance is not limited. 5 Indeed, long-term optical recordings have been reported with illumination levels less than 100 mW/cm 2 for durations measured in hours with essentially no deterioration in the optical signals recorded with a silicon photodiode. 6 In contrast, laser beam illumination levels of 200 W/cm 2 applied to isolated myocytes or strands of myocytes in tissue culture limit exposure times to tens of ms. 5 The exact biophysical mechanism underlying the voltage sensitivity of any of these fast voltage-sensitive dyes has not been elucidated. When the dye senses the transmembrane potential alterations, the magnitude of the emitted fluorescence changes when it is stimulated by an appropriate stable source of photons. The magnitude of this small fluorescence change that corresponds to the transmembrane potential alteration resides on a baseline fluorescence level, and is around 2%-10% of the baseline level. Both laser ͑bandwidths of less than 1 nm͒ as well as broader sources ͑up to 70 nm͒ have been successfully used for optical excitation.
Two basic approaches have been used to record optical signals from voltage-sensitive dyes: silicon photodiodes and imaging devices such as charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ video cameras, with the heart being illuminated either continuously or spatially scanned. The largest commercially available silicon photodiode array is 16ϫ16 ͑256 pixels-picture elements͒. The advantage of silicon photodiode detectors is their rapid response time, good ͑80%͒ quantum efficiency, and relatively low dark current ͑the amount of signal present even though no light is present͒. The quantum efficiency dictates how many electrons/s ͑current͒ will be generated for a given photon/s level of irradiation over the surface area of the device. Signal-to-noise ratios with voltage sensitive dyes in excess of 30 from intact hearts are readily achieved with this approach. The largest ͑one of a kind͒ fiberoptic bundle oriented photodiode based system has been reported by Hamamatsu Photonics Research Lab and contained 2500 pixels (50ϫ50), with 2500 discrete photodiodes with 12 bit A/D conversion on each pixel. 7 We felt that a CCD based solution to multiplexing would be the only feasible approach to extend this state-of-the-art to obtain recordings from an array of 128ϫ128 locations ͑16 384 sites͒ to characterize the spatiotemporal complexity of the electrophysiological questions raised above.
The use of CCD cameras to visualize cardiac electrophysiology has been pioneered by Jalife's laboratory. 8 Their initial recordings had a temporal resolution of 16.7 ms dictated by a frame rate of 60 frames per second, 8 bit A/D dynamic range, continuous recording capability of 2 s, and had a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 1 before processing. 8 The present state-of-the-art in a high frame rate nonimage intensified CCD cameras is represented by the 540 frame per second, 12 bit, thinned and back-illuminated ͑im-proves quantum efficiency͒, low read noise (6.5 e Ϫ rms) system developed by the group ͑headed by the late F. S. Fay͒ at the University of Massachusetts in Worcester. 9 The fundamental parameters that ultimately limit CCD performance are ͑1͒ read noise, ͑2͒ charge-transfer efficiency, ͑3͒ quantum efficiency, and ͑4͒ charge-collection efficiency. The use of CCD arrays has been limited by the signal-to-noise level, with effective applications therefore requiring either large optical signals and/or extensive signal averaging. 10 Unfortunately, the temporal resolution desired to characterize the electrophysiological events of interest at the whole heart level is on the order of 1 ms, which corresponds to a frame rate of 1000 frames per second.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

CCD camera
A 128ϫ128 pixel frame transfer CA-D1-0128S CCD camera ͑Dalsa, Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada͒ operating at 838 frames per second ͑1.19 ms/frame͒ was used. An overview of the basic functions of a frame transfer camera is given in Fig. 1 . The pixel rate for the single readout amplifier on this camera operates at 16 Mhz, with a pixel size of 16 mϫ16 m with a 100% fill factor. The camera was cooled down by 15°C using peltier cooling devices to reduce the rms read noise by approximately 10%, which is the primary noise source at the high frame rates employed. The analog video signal was converted to digital format using an AD 9026AD 12 bit A/D converter ͑Analog Devices, Norwood, MA͒ and transferred to an XPG-1000 frame grabber ͑Dipix Technologies, Inc., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada͒ with a PCI interface equipped with 256 MB of frame grabber memory. This frame grabber was housed in a Dell PC with a 200 Mhz Pentium processor. This provided frame grabber storage capacity for 8000 frames of 128ϫ128 pixel frames at 1.2 ms/frame with 12 bits per pixel, which translates to 9.6 s of continuous real time data acquisition. In addition, a 16 channel analog data acquisition system was constructed, with simultaneous sample and hold on each channel with 12 bit A/D conversion clocked at the CCD camera frame rate. The data stream for these 16 channels replaced the data from line 1 of the CCD prior to storage by the frame grabber to allow synchronized data collection and storage of selected analog signals. The frame grabber data acquisition was synchronized to external events via a TTL compatible input port. Error-free transfer and storage of this 1/4 GigaByte of data in 9.6 s was verified by the fabrication of a 12 bit binary counter that utilized the camera timing for control and generated a known sequential code for automatic error detection. In this way, initial software and hardware bugs were readily localized.
The evaluation of the CCD performance characteristics in absolute units was obtained by generating a photon transfer curve as described in detail by Janesick. 11 This standard ''test tool'' involves digitizing the data from a subarray of the entire CCD for two sequentially obtained frames exposed to the same intensity of uniform illumination. This process is then repeated for various intensities. We used a 20ϫ20 pixel subarray size for test purposes and obtained statistically identical information when the subarray size was doubled or tripled. The input to the camera is given in units of incident photons and the final output of the camera is achieved by encoding each pixel's signal into a digital number ͑DN͒. The digital numbers obtained at each of the pixels forms an array as shown in Fig. 2 , from which the fixed pattern noise can be subtracted out to yield noise as a function of the illumination level. This is then plotted as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ , to provide the photon transfer curve. From this curve, the read noise of our combined camera and A/D converter was shown to be 41.1 electrons rms. Knowing the rms value of noise at a pixel at various levels of illumination intensity further allows estimates of ultimate fluorescent signal-to-noise ratios to be calculated, as shown in Fig. 3͑d͒ . However, these estimates provide a best case scenario, since the image intensification stages present before the CCD camera introduce additional noise components as a tradeoff for increasing the sensitivity by three to four orders of magnitude.
Image intensification
When a lens focused the fluorescent signal from a heart preparation that was suitably stained and illuminated with 100 mW/cm 2 of stable quasimonochromatic light, almost nothing could be seen when operating at the 838 frames/s rate with the camera described above. Image intensification was therefore added. The first stage image intensifier ͑Gen III Ultra, ITT Night Vision, Roanoke, VA͒ incorporated a single microchannel plate ͑MCP͒ secondary electron multiplier. Its operation principles are schematically depicted in Fig. 4 . The incident photons to this MCP are initially converted to electrons by a GaAs photocathode. The proximity design of the photocathode and the MCP requires no electron lens, thus making the tube very compact. The amplified image is once again converted to photons via a phosphor screen with P43 coating that provides a decay time of around 1 ms for output brightness decays in the 10% range as expected, with the voltage sensitive dyes employed. This was experimentally verified using optical pulses from a light emitting diode. The level of illumination on the output of this first stage of image intensification, after a gain of 10 3 -10 4 , was determined to be insufficient to fully drive the CCD array and therefore a second Gen I image intensifier ͑XX1490Z, DEP, Delft Instruments, Netherlands͒ was added to obtain the necessary variable gain boost, as shown in Fig. 5 . Fiberoptic coupling between these two stages was utilized to maximize photon transfer. The spatial resolution of the final image intensified camera system was dictated by the CCD imaging chip resolution of 31.25 line pairs/mm, as verified using the 1951 USAF optical test pattern ͑Edmund Scientific, Barrington, NJ͒.
FIG. 1. Cartoon depicting raindrop/photon analogy for a frame transfer charge coupled device ͑CCD͒. Photons ͑raindrops͒ are regionally accumulated over a 3ϫ3 ''pixel'' area ͑the Dalsa CCD camera used has 128 ϫ128 such pixels, each 16ϫ16 m͒. After an integration time, the accumulation found in the imaging area is transferred rapidly ͑for the Dalsa CCD camera in 40 s͒, and then the imaging area can resume its accumulation for the remainder of time present ͑in our case 1.2 ms minus 40 s͒, while the information in each of the cells of the storage region are quantitated.
FIG. 2.
The charge coupled device ͑CCD͒ data from a 5ϫ5 pixel subarray exposed to uniform illumination. The DN ͑digital number͒ values shown at each pixel already have their respective dark value subtracted. For clarity, only 25 pixel values of the 20ϫ20 pixel subarray used in the photon transfer curve generation are shown for clarity. The difference of two sequentially obtained frames exposed to an identical light level provides the standard deviation ( DIFF ) that equals a 2 1/2 ϫrms noise value with fixed pattern noise subtracted out. This DIFF /2 1/2 can then be plotted as a function of the average value over the two frames (signal DIFF ) to provide the photon transfer curve from which the number of electrons rms corresponding to each DN value is obtained as well as the rms read noise value for the CCD array, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Frog heart isolation
Adult American bullfrogs, Rana catesbeiana, were pithed with a scalpel and needle. The ventral body wall was opened and the sternum removed, exposing the beating heart. The pericardium was removed and the ventricular frenulum on the dorsal ventricular surface cut. This allowed the tip of the ventricle to be lifted, so that the sinus venosus and the two aortas could be sectioned as far from the heart as possible. The intact, freely beating heart was then rapidly transferred to a series of beakers, each containing the normal frog Ringer's solution consisting of 110 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM MgCl 2 , with 5 mM HEPES to act as the pH buffer and 1 gm/l glucose. The pH was adjusted to 7.2 with NaOH.
The heart was then pinned, dorsal side up, to the bottom of a perspex dissection dish containing the normal frog Ringer's solution. The bottom of the dissection dishes were covered with a porous, transparent gel ͑Sylgard resin, DowCorning Corp.͒. The remainder of the pinning and dissection was done with the aid of a dissecting microscope. The atria were dissected free from the heart and discarded. The ventricular preparation was then stained with 90 M di-4- versus the signal level calculated from the difference of two identically illuminated frames at multiple light levels. Three main sections can be identified to this curve. At low light levels the slope approaches zero and represents the fixed read noise floor. The midrange slope is 1/2 and represents the Poisson statistics of photon noise. The third part is the full well capacity of the CCD, with its subsequent decrease in noise when the charge wells approach their saturation level. Full well capacity was reached at an exposure level of 60 W/cm 2 at 648 nm, which corresponds to a measured saturation equivalent exposure ͑1.19 ms/frame͒ of 71 nJ/cm 2 . The initial full well capacity reduced to 12 nW/cm 2 with dual stage image intensification. From the average value (nϭ10) during dark exposure, root mean square ͑rms͒ read noiseϭ1.6 DN. The 1/2 slope of photon noise can be interpolated through the readout noise floor to intersect the point where the standard deviation is 1 DN. The conversion constant, K, in units of e Ϫ /DN can be read directly off the horizontal axis at this point. In this case the read noiseϭ1.6ϫ25.7ϭ41.1 electrons rms. To maximize the density of photons impinging on the CCD imaging area, and thus minimize the necessary illumination intensity of the biological tissue examined, a means of photon amplification is required. This image intensification must maintain the two-dimensional distribution of the original image while linearly amplifying the photon density. The Gen III Ultra tube first stage image intensifier used has a photocathode sensitivity of 1800 A/lumen minimum, luminous gain of 20 000-65 000 nominal, with a spatial resolution of 64 line pairs/mm. The Gen I second stage is required to raise the luminous intensity up to a level near the center of the dynamic range of the CCD sensor and to provide the necessary gain flexibility required for full utilization of the dynamic range of the CCD sensors.
ANEPPS , cadmium, and DAM were added to diminish mechanical movement that can lead to motion artifacts when performing optical transmembrane potential recordings. For the data presented in this paper, the ventricle was paced at a BCL of 520 ms and a premature beat with varying coupling interval was introduced at the end of the basic train of ten beats in an attempt to induce sustained reentry. All recordings were made at room temperature ͑20°C-21°C͒.
Dog heart isolation
Isolated blood perfused dog hearts was prepared as previously described. 12 Studies were performed at 37°C after the heart was stained with di-4-ANEPPS ͑5 M final concentration͒ infused directly into the aortic root cannula. The anterior right ventricle and part of the left ventricle was gently compressed under an optical window to minimize motion artifacts. No pharmacological electromechanical dissociation agents were employed for the dog heart data to be presented. An area of approximately 5.5ϫ5.5 cm was imaged (30 cm 2 ), which represented approximately 25% of the epicardial surface. Venous blood obtained prior to removal of the heart (Ϸ400 ml) was mixed with 1500 ml perfusion medium containing ͑mmol/L͒: Na The total volume of this final blood-enriched perfusion fluid was recirculated in the perfusion apparatus after being gassed with 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 by use of a capillary membrane oxygenator/heat exchanger. The hearts were perfused at a constant pressure of 75-80 mm Hg after rapid excision and subsequent cannulation of the aortic root with myocardial temperature monitored with an intramyocardial temperature probe ͑Shiley TMPM, Shiley, Inc., Irvine, CA͒. All animal procedures received approval from the Health Sciences Animal Welfare Committee of the University of Alberta. Ventricular fibrillation was induced with a single S2 applied after a train of 10 S1 ͑300 ms interval͒ pacing stimuli applied to the RV-free wall.
Voltage-sensitive dye evaluation
For initial fluorescent spectroscopic evaluation, dye di-4-ANEPPS was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide, and further diluted in octanol to achieve a final concentration of 100 M and then examined with a Shimadzu RF 5000 U Spectorphotometer for its response as a function of the optical bandwidth. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . The Stokes shift was documented to be 110 nm when excited at 500 nm center wavelength light. Of note, the fluorescent photons emitted increased with increasing bandwidth, and this effect was demonstrated to be directly related to the increase in the quantity of excitation photons as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6 . Consequently, maximal excitation bandwidths, in keeping with the constraints imposed by the measured Stokes shift, were employed for the experimental setup in an attempt to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the resultant fluorescent changes.
Optical setup
Hearts were illuminated with a quasimonochromatic green light from two 1 kW short arc xenon stabilized light sources ͑Model 66024 light source with 68850 light intensity controller, Oriel Corp., Stratford, CT͒, as shown in Fig. 7 . The UV and IR components from the arc lamp were initially filtered with the combination of a cold mirror ͑Oriel #66219͒ followed by a hot mirror ͑#775FW82-50, Andover Corp., Salem NH͒, and subsequently filtered with a 500Ϯ40 nm interference filter ͑Andover #500FS80-50͒ in series with a 550 nm short-wavelength pass edge filter ͑Andover #550FL07-50S͒, a UV blocking filter ͑1 mm thick GG-420, Schott Glass Technologies, Duryea, PA͒, and an IR blocking filter ͑1 mm thick KG-1, Schott Glass͒. Initial results with only a cold mirror in place resulted in damage to the epoxy bonding within the first stage interference filter after several hours of illumination. The optical beam was focused onto a 1 m long liquid light guide with 8 mm core diameter ͑#77631, Oriel Corp.͒ and the two light guide outputs were then positioned to provide reasonably uniform epicardial illumination. The optical power present immediately at the output of each liquid light guide was Ϸ2 W/cm 2 , as measured with an optical power meter ͑model 1815-C with a 818-ST detector, Newport Klinger, Mississauga, Ontario͒. This was subsequently reduced to Ϸ100 mW/cm 2 upon illumination of the ventricular epicardial surface. Fluorescent light was focused by a photographic lens ͑Nikon 50 mm F1.8͒ followed by long-wavelength pass filtering ͑590 nm, 3 mm thick OG-590, Schott Glass͒ prior to image intensification. Light power contained within the excitation beam beyond 590 nm was measured as 0.01% of the total excitation power. A relatively large excitation filter was chosen in an attempt to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio as described above while maintaining illumination levels well below those documented to induce phototoxicity and permitting continuous 10 s recordings to be realized.
Signal and image processing
The small change in the fluorescent signal that resides on a large and possibly decaying ͑photobleaching͒ fluorescent baseline is the signal of interest at each pixel. For recordings made with di-4-ANEPPS the fluorescent signal is inverted as well, i.e. a depolarizing transmembrane potential change manifests as a decrease in fluorescence. After performing these simple processing steps, one is still left with an appreciable amount of noise superimposed upon the signals at each pixel. For that reason we have employed wavelet-based denoising using Daubechies least asymmetric compactly supported wavelets with a maximum number of vanishing moments with Nϭ8 ͑16 coefficients͒, 13 and applying the VisuShrink method of threshold determination and wavelet coefficient truncation.
14 This robust technique for separating signal from noise, pioneered by mathematicians in the Statistics Department of Stanford University, has been found to be near optimal in its ability to extract signal from noise. 14 Energy content within the first 1/16 subbands of coefficients expressed as a percentage of the total energy content in all the coefficients was used to estimate the signal-to-noise ratio, which then formed the basis upon which adaptive spatial averaging was based. Percentage energy content corresponding to a signal-to-noise ratio of 2.5 was used for the results presented below. If the signal to noise ratio was inadequate with 1ϫ1 averaging ͑i.e., no spatial averaging͒, 3ϫ3 spatial averaging was attempted and the percentage energy content of the revised pixel was evaluated. If the percentage energy content was then found to be adequate after averaging, no further averaging was attempted. Spatial averaging up to a maximum of 5ϫ5 pixels was permitted in this iterative scheme to account for inhomogeneities of dye uptake, inhomogeneities of illumination intensity, etc.
For the dog heart VF data, after the initial spatially adaptive filter identified regions with viable signals, a different final processing approach was followed. Gaussian spatial filtering 15 ͑standard deviation, ϭ1 pixel͒ on the raw individual pixel data followed by 21 point temporal median filtering at each pixel was employed culminating with five point temporal derivative determination.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optically derived transmembrane potential recordings inevitably have high-frequency shot noise superimposed on them, in addition to other electronic noise sources. Boxcar averaging 16, 17 approaches as well as digital filtering 18 techniques have been employed to reduce the high-frequency noise in the time series recordings from optically derived transmembrane potential recordings. Dye staining as well as optical illumination are not uniform, which together with the fact that one is translating optical images from a threedimensional ͑3-D͒ surface to a planar surface, result in spatial nonuniformity in the individual images that are obtained. Some degree of spatial averaging has often been implemented to further enhance the image quality when the signals are derived from CCD cameras. 8, 10 Until recently we have not had access to a mathematical theory for the multiresolution representation of time domain signals. Wavelet-based analyses allow a signal to be observed at different resolutions, and they adapt automatically to a signal's components, becoming wider to analyze low frequencies, and narrower to analyze high-frequency components. 13, 14, [19] [20] [21] Of particular note, if the smaller wavelet coefficients are removed from the decomposition, and the dataset is reconstructed from the remainder, the original signal can be reproduced with less noise, but importantly, with its main features intact.
14 A key feature that allows this to occur is that in the wavelet domain, the noise is spread fairly uniformly among all coefficients, whereas the signal is sparse, being concentrated among a small number of wavelet coefficients.
14 Using mathematically simulated reentrant action potentials, where the original noiseless signal is avail- FIG. 7 . A schematic overview of the optical data acquisition system. Two identical photofeedback stabilized 1 kW xenon light sources are employed to illuminate the tissue under study with green light centered at 500 nm with a half-maximum width of 80 nm. Emitted fluorescent light, after rejection of reflected excitation photons ͑590 nm long-wavelength pass filtering͒, is amplified and subsequently quantitated with a spatial resolution of 128ϫ128 at a frame rate of 1.2 ms/frame, with a total continuous storage capacity of 8000 frames ͑9.65 s͒.
able to act as a ''gold standard'' for comparison, we initially verified the advantages of wavelet denoising over conventional boxcar averaging approaches in minimizing the mean squared error of the derived estimate of the signal compared to the noiseless signal. Furthermore, a direct consequence of the wavelet approach is an energy index of the signal analyzed that provides a robust statistic for the signal-to-noise estimation of experimentally derived signals where a noiseless version of the underlying signal is not available.
The rms noise value for a single pixel from our CCD camera without its image intensification scheme measured around 3-4 in digital number ͑DN͒ units near full well capacity. With the image intensification scheme presented, and the stabilized illumination source described, this noise level rose to 5-7. A direct consequence of this was that the signalto-noise ratio for a 5% change in fluorescence dropped to a best case level of 10, which is what we observed in practice.
An example of reentry around the site of the frenulum attachment on the dorsal side of the frog ventricle is shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . In Fig. 8 , panel ͑a͒ the overall fluorescent picture of the frog ventricle with the frenulum clearly visible as the brightly fluorescent object in the middle of the preparation. The percentage energy content of the first 1/16 subbands of wavelet coefficients after adaptive filtering is given in Fig. 8 , panel ͑b͒. The degree of processing required to achieve this energy distribution is shown in Fig. 8 , panel ͑c͒, and demonstrates that the vast majority ͑74.7%͒ of the pixels that obtained signals from the ventricular myocardium required no processing at all. Each pixel in this figure represented a square of tissue 110 m on a side. Twenty-five frames from a series of 4000 frames obtained for this pacing induced reentry are shown in Fig. 9 after wavelet-based adaptive filtering and clearly show the counterclockwise directed reentrant wave front edge in white, with its trailing tail of less distinct repolarization following it. A clear zone of fully recovered myocardium is seen to be also present, which accounts for greater than one-half the length of the reentrant pathway. Only every 40th frame is shown. No temporal averaging was employed in processing this data. This type of reentry would be an experimental example of onedimensional reentry in a ring, which is the most simple form of reentry, as fully described in Fig. 1 of the manuscript by Gray and Jalife that highlights the possible differences be- The degree of spatial processing required to provide the energy distribution shown in panel ͑b͒. Of the image area that could be processed to fulfill the specified energy threshold, 74.4% required no spatial averaging, as indicated by the 1ϫ1 processing scale, 17.9% required 3ϫ3 spatial averaging, and 7.7% required 5ϫ5 spatial averaging.
FIG. 9.
Twenty-five frames of transmembrane potential alterations after processing for the frog ventricular preparation described in Fig. 8 , with every 40th frame displayed. These panels clearly demonstrate a reentrant rhythm that propagated in a counterclockwise direction around the connective tissue ͑frenulum͒ on this surface of ventricular tissue. White corresponds to depolarized tissue, black is the tissue at the resting membrane potential. Frame numbers are provided in the upper right-hand corner of each frame, with frames progressing in time from the upper left to the lower right. These electrophysiological images from this 0.5 cm 2 of ventricular tissue are generated from roughly 8000 pixels of information, with nearly 6000 requiring no spatial averaging, as shown in Fig. 8 . Note that both the leading edge of the activation wave front as well as the trailing edge of repolarization are visible, with a clear zone of fully repolarized myocardium that in this case accounts for roughly half of the length of this macroreentrant loop.
tween atrial and ventricular fibrillation in this focus issue. This would be an example of a monomorphic ventricular tachycardia in a frog heart. Ventricular fibrillation is far more complex.
An example of the quality of signals obtained from a normal dog ventricle during VF is shown in Fig. 10 . Note that these recordings were obtained without pharmacological electromechanical uncoupling agents employed, and therefore some motion artifact is present in the optical transmembrane potential recordings, most notably during the repolarization phase. Viewing the movies generated by taking the temporal derivative of the transmembrane potentials as shown in Fig. 10͑a͒ readily demonstrates that the much slower motion-induced fluorescent alterations can be differentiated from the more rapid dF/dt alterations associated with phase 0 of the underlying propagating action potentials. Of note is the markedly irregular contour of the activation wave fronts as well as the resultant dangling sort of activation wave fronts with distinct ends that are left to propagate after the collision/merger. No assumptions concerning thresholds for what is or is not a true activation are required by this scheme, allowing for totally automated data processing. Manual overreading, as is conventionally performed with unipolar or bipolar extracellular recordings, would be a daunting ͑if not impossible͒ task when confronted with even a limited view of 1000 frames ͑approximately 10 activations͒ at 16 000 sites. The positive dF/dt components are simply displayed as a movie sequence. Examples of what the time series would look like from a representative line of pixels during the course of two wave fronts colliding and merging during VF are shown in Figs. 10͑b͒ and 10͑c͒ .
The collision and subsequent emergence of two oppositely directed spatially discrete wave fronts ͑observable dangling ends͒ with a 90°change in direction relative to the previously colliding/merging sources has been described previously in atrial fibrillation from isolated canine hearts and given the appellation ''clash and go'' by Allessie. 22 Each of the dangling ends of the emerging wave fronts is also called a wave break or phase singularity. 23 The importance of such a wave break is that if, in the course of its propagation, it eventually encounters tissue that is fully recovered in a circumferential spatial pattern relative to this dangling end, activation may then curl to form sustained functional reentry. 23 No such curling was manifest in the wave breaks presented in Fig. 10 . It can be speculated that the incessant creation of such wave breaks may underlie the ongoing creation of filaments and/or rotors that could contribute to the underlying ''stability'' of ventricular fibrillation.
The technique of tracking transmembrane potential alterations with voltage sensitive dyes is not new, nor is the concept of image intensified CCD cameras. What we have demonstrated is the feasibility, using commercially available components together with some novel approaches to adaptive filtering, of fabricating a functioning image intensified camera system that we feel will prove useful in fluorescent imaging of many biological processes in living tissue. 
